Women are the frequent, even ubiquitous subject of bawdy poetry in the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries.
1 Examples of female speakers of erotic verse, which is bawdy in varying degrees, include the anonymous 'Nay phew, nay pish? nay faith and will ye fie', in which a woman protests against and then succumbs to the sexual advances of her lover, a dialogue between two sisters about an erotic dream, 'Methought as I lay slumbring on my bed', and a poem sometimes given the heading 'The complaint of Mistress A. H. upon her second match to an old rich man' ('When I was young scarce apt for use of man').
2
However, it is very difficult to ascertain whether these anonymous verses voiced by a female speaker were actually written by a woman. As Marcy North points out, One can speculate about anonymity's usefulness to women or try to identify female voices and points of view in the body of anonymous literature, but these methods rarely tell us definitively whether women authors lie hidden behind particular anonymous works. Female-voiced bawdy poetry raises particular interpretive problems in this respect. The voyeurism of the 'overheard' female-voiced verse, in the case of 'Nay phew, nay pish' and 'Methought as I lay slumbring', and the active sexuality ascribed to sexually experienced women in verses such as 'When I was young scarce apt for use of man', speak to male fantasy and not necessarily to women's 'experience'. 4 It would be highly problematic to see the 'female author' constructed within these bawdy verses as necessarily coterminous with a woman writer. 5 Attention to the material cultures of early modern women's writing allows us to 5
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Michelle O'Callaghan examine how the figure of the female author is produced and reconstituted as texts are transmitted within the media of manuscript and print. In the case of a pair of bawdy answer poems that are the subject of this chapter -the male flout opens with 'O love whose power and might' and the female speaker responds with 'Your letter I received' -although one manuscript miscellany identifies both 'authors' with 'real' individuals, when viewed across extant copies authorship proves much more difficult to pin down. Just as these verses are recontextualised and reworked through the processes of transmission, so too their 'authors' are reconfigured and re-embodied, ascribed different identities in different publication contexts. Authorship is not stable, but malleable in these instances, and complicated by the social and material processes of publication. As this set of answer poems makes its way through manuscript verse miscellanies from the late sixteenth to the early seventeenth century, and into the printed miscellanies of the mid-seventeenth century, it is possible to trace the shifting formal frameworks and socioliterary networks within which the 'authors' of female-voiced bawdy verse were produced, performed and reproduced.
Female-voiced bawdy poetry tends to be found only in manuscript verse miscellanies in the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries in England. Like verse libels, with which it overlaps, bawdy verse can usefully be described as a manuscript genre in that it was similarly too scurrilous and lascivious to appear in print. It shares textual strategies and a misogynist point of view with verse libels attacking women, such as those directed towards Frances Howard, Countess of Somerset, and Lady Penelope Rich; these kinds of verse frequently circulated alongside each other in scribal channels, often copied in close proximity in manuscript miscellanies. 6 However, unlike libels, bawdy verse does start to make its way into print in the miscellanies of the mid-seventeenth century, particularly after the Restoration. The path these bawdy answer poems take through manuscript and printed miscellanies over the course of the seventeenth century and the ways in which they are recontextualised testifies not just to the malleability of literary texts, but to the diverse and changing interpretive communities in which they were reproduced and read.
The bawdy answer poems belong to the broader category of 'erotic writing'. For Ian Moulton, 'erotic writing' is best understood as an expansive descriptive category: since it is so 'widely divergent' in terms of form and subject matter, it is difficult to codify except in broad terms.
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That said, it is possible to identify particular genres within this broader category. For example, Joshua Eckhardt has recently argued for a genre
